Abstract-Operating micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) outside of the bounds of a rigidly controlled lab environment, specifically one that is unstructured and contains unknown obstacles, poses a number of challenges. One of these challenges is that of quickly determining an optimal (or nearly so) path from the MAVs current position to a designated goal state. Past work in this area using full-size unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has predominantly been performed in benign environments. However, due to their small size, MAVs are capable of operating in indoor environments which are more cluttered. This requires planners to account for the vehicle heading in addition to its spatial position in order to successfully navigate. In addition, due to the short flight times of MAVs along with the inherent hazards of operating in close proximity to obstacles, we desire the trajectories to be as cost-optimal as possible. Our approach uses an anytime planner based on A that performs a graph search on a four-dimensional (4-D) (x,y,z,heading) lattice. This allows for the generation of close-to-optimal trajectories based on a set of precomputed motion primitives along with the capability to provide trajectories in real-time allowing for onthe-fly re-planning as new sensor data is received. We also account for arbitrary vehicle shapes, permitting the use of a noncircular footprint during the planning process. By not using the overly conservative circumscribed circle for collision checking, we are capable of successfully finding optimal paths through cluttered environments including those with narrow hallways. Analytically, we show that our planner provides bounds on the sub-optimality of the solution it finds. Experimentally, we show that the planner can operate in real-time in both a simulated and real-world cluttered environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the past decade micro aerial vehicles (MAVs), such as quadrotors ( Fig. 1) , have become an affordable and commonly used research platform. With improved onboard sensing and processing power, they are capable of exploring terrain that would otherwise be unreachable by a ground vehicle. Our efforts are focused on one of the many challenges of operating MAVs in cluttered environmentspath planning.
Autonomous path planning and navigation has its own series of challenges that must be addressed. The first challenge is due to the three-dimensional (3-D) nature of the world. A planner must not only plan to go around obstacles, but must anticipate having to go over or under them as well in order to find the optimal trajectory. The second challenge is due to the fact that the MAV often does not initially possess a full map of the environment and must re-plan as new obstacles are detected or as the world differs from its prior information. This leads to a requirement for real-time re-planning, as opposed to the computation of a single plan.
Another aspect of planning to consider is how the planner accounts for the shape of the vehicle. For MAVs that are circular (or nearly so) planning for a single point to represent the vehicle pose is both safe and arguably less complex than using a full body pose. However, this approach fails to be complete when the footprint of the robot is non-circular. For example, if the footprint of the robot in question was long and narrow, using the outer circumscribed circle for collision checking could be overly conservative, disallowing trajectories down narrow hallways that the robot could physically fit through. Our planner alleviates this issue by planning in the three spatial dimensions x, y, z and in orientation about the vertical axis θ while performing collision checks on the actual MAV's footprint. By taking the footprint of the MAV into account, the planner is capable of getting closer to the obstacles, as shown in Fig. 2 .
For our experiments, we have built a small quadrotor ( Fig. 1 ) with on-board sensing and processing that is capable of flying through and mapping indoor environments autonomously. We have also developed a motion planner that is capable of returning close-to-optimal trajectories in realtime for the given footprint of the MAV and have tested the performance of this algorithm on the quadrotor navigating in a partially known environment.
This paper begins with a discussion of related work in Section II, followed by the algorithmic details of the planner in Section III. We then discuss our results in both simulation, in Section IV-B, and on an actual MAV, in Section IV-C.
II. RELATED WORK
A wide variety of approaches to planning feasible trajectories around obstacles in deterministic environments for MAVs have been proposed. Common approaches involve using potential fields or navigation functions to generate a gradient followed by performing a gradient ascent (or descent), constructing a graph covering the state space followed by searching the graph for a feasible path, or building a path from a subset of randomly sampled states Navigation functions generate a gradient that directs the MAV away from obstacles and towards the goal. By carefully constructing this gradient, local minima can be eliminated, ensuring convergence to a goal state. For speed considerations these can be implemented as hierarchical planners [1] with both a local and global planning component. However, since these methods do not evaluate the orientation of the MAV while generating the gradient field for the global planner they are restricted to using the circumscribed circle of the vehicle as their footprint. This limitation means that environments requiring traversal of narrow passages cannot be completed. In addition, having two separate planners of different dimensionality can lead to inconsistencies between the two resulting in sub-optimal trajectories or failing to find a solution when the two disagree.
Sampling-based approaches such as Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithms [2] and Probabilistic Road Maps (PRM) [3] are frequently used for planning in highdimensional spaces. These planners sample a subset of the configuration space and generate a trajectory from these sampled points. Most of these approaches require a path smoothing step after the planner has generated the original path in order to get a usable, kinodynamically feasible trajectory. For example, one of the best currently available implementations provides several short-cutting options to improve generated trajectories [4] . There have been efforts applicable to MAV navigation that have attempted to avoid this extra processing by constructing the search graph or tree using smooth curves or motion primitives [5] [6] . However, due to the random nature of these algorithms samplingbased approaches tend to produce paths that are highly suboptimal. This is especially pronounced for MAVs operating in constrained environments where post-processing steps cannot change the homotopic class of the paths. We show this in the experimental analysis of this paper.
A recently introduced hybrid planning methodology combines the speeds of the sampling-based planners with cost minimization. RRT * and PRM * [7] provide guarantees on optimality in addition to the guarantees on completeness from their base algorithms both in the limit of the number of samples. We show that for cluttered environments when planning with an MAV footprint our algorithm provides lower cost solutions for a given planning time.
Path planning approaches based on heuristic graph searches such as A have been popular for navigation but have not been as widely used for planning MAV trajectories due to the relatively high dimensionality of the planning problem. An early method for generating collision free trajectories in cluttered environments was to segment the free space into intersecting spheres, then plan through this network of spheres using A [8] . This method had the advantage of not requiring any additional collision checking during the planning stage, and due to the reduced size of the search graph was capable of quick planning times. The drawback to this approach was that the complete map was needed beforehand in order to perform the segmentation, and by requiring a spherical footprint, valid trajectories were pruned from the search graph.
To address the speed concerns of planning in a highdimensional space, two-phase planners first generate a coarse global plan over the entire domain followed by higher fidelity local plans in the vicinity of the MAV [9] . While these methods help reduce planning times, the large discretization of the global planner prevents them from taking an accurate footprint of the MAV into account. While such a footprint could be applied at the local planner level, it is necessarily constrained by the overall trajectory of the global planner, and thus would not be able to take advantage of narrow passages. Additionally, as with the hierarchical navigation functions previously discussed, these planners are prone to producing suboptimal solutions in higher fidelity and may even fail.
Our approach is a search-based algorithm that combats the computational complexity issues using the following three components:
• an anytime and incremental version of A • an informative heuristic that is very fast to compute • a lattice graph representation that compactly models the planning problem
III. SEARCH-BASED PATH PLANNING FOR A MAV
Our approach to path planning for non-circular vehicles is search-based. We make use of what is called a state lattice [10] combined with the incremental and anytime performance of a variant of A to plan feasible trajectories. The planner also makes use of an informative and well optimized three-dimensional (x, y, z) breadth first search (3-D BFS) heuristic to come up with solutions in significantly less time. 
A. State Lattice
A state lattice is a type of discretized search space that adheres to nonholonomic motion planning constraints, such as minimum turning radius, for graph search. In our approach we plan in a four-dimensional state-space, in which each state is a combination of its position in Euclidean space and its yaw angle about the global z-axis. Transitions between states are obtained using a combination of motion primitives. Motion primitives can be thought of as short, dynamically feasible path segments that are used as building blocks to form paths of varying sizes and curves. Any motion primitive can come before or after another as long as neither results in a collision. Every motion primitive has a precomputed cost of traversal. In addition, each motion primitive has a user-defined weight. The product of traversal cost and weight forms the motion primitive cost. We use weights to express a user-defined preference for certain motions over others, e.g., placing a higher penalty on the backwards motion to preferentially move forwards (and thus keep our sensors pointing ahead of us). A sketch of how motion primitives form transitions between states in a two-dimensional plane can be seen in Fig. 3 .
Motion primitives play a significant role in planner completeness, path quality, and planning time. If a pair of start and goal points inside the state space required a feasible motion that could not be produced from a combination of the set of available motion primitives, the planner would fail to find a path between them. For example, the planner would fail to find a path between two points if the solution required a motion that rotated the MAV in-place and the given set of motion primitives did not include any rotation-in-place motions. In general, the more motion primitives that are available to the planner, the more flexibility it has in finding paths. It is important to consider that there is a trade-off in the number of motion primitives that are used in the search and the planning time, since the addition of each motion primitive for a given state, increases the branching factor of each state by one.
B. Graph Search
The motion planner makes use of a graph search algorithm to generate trajectories using the previously described lattice. The graph search used is a variant of A called Anytime Dynamic A (AD ) [11] . Like A , AD makes use of an informative heuristic to reduce planning times, and given sufficient time will find the optimal solution with respect to the graph representing the original planning problem. It is also both an anytime and incremental variant of A . As an anytime variant it quickly computes a solution which has an sub-optimal upper bound on solution cost: the cost of the found solution is no more than times the cost of an optimal path in the graph. It then improves the solution together with its sub-optimally bounded cost until either the planning time runs out or a provably optimal solution is found. As an incremental variant, AD can repair a previous solution when changes in edge costs occur, such as when new obstacles are detected, which can be, in terms of computation, significantly less expensive than computing a new solution from scratch. To minimize the amount of re-computation required during planning iterations, the planner works backward searching out from the goal to the current robot pose. In this way only the final nodes of the graph are changed as the robot moves or the map is updated based on the latest sensor input.
C. Heuristic
The efficiency of a heuristic search algorithm such as A and in particular anytime variants such as AD depends heavily on the quality of the heuristic. A without a heuristic performs the same number of expansions as a Dijkstra search (terminated as soon as the goal state is reached), but an informative heuristic function can greatly reduce the number of expansions by guiding the search in a promising direction. The heuristic value must be an underestimate of the distance from the robot's current pose to any other state in question (the heuristic estimates distances from the robot pose rather than to the goal pose because the search itself is done backwards). A common approach in path planning is to use the Euclidean distance as the heuristic for a state. However, this can be highly uninformative since it does not take obstacles into account, potentially resulting in local minima. Another alternative is to use a lower dimensional Dijkstra's search to calculate the cost from the robot pose to all states. This approach eliminates the local minima problem, but is substantially slower to compute, especially since it needs to be done every time the MAV moves or the map is updated. If we make the assumption (just for our heuristic) that all edge costs are uniform, we can instead shift to a 3-D BFS for our heuristic. This simplification allows us to use a firstin first-out (FIFO) queue instead of a heap data structure required for a Dijkstra search which significantly improves performance. Prior to performing the BFS we expand all of the obstacles by the inscribed radius of the MAV footprint. This eliminates the need to evaluate states that the robot is unable to occupy in any orientation, thus saving time without compromising completeness.
For a simple case, shown in Fig. 4 , where the search must find a solution around a wall, the Euclidean heuristic expands a large number of states near the wall, while the 3-D BFS heuristic leads the search to expand states around the wall, leading to less expansions overall. In contrast, a less informative Euclidean distance heuristic requires the search to expand a large ring of states around the goal before it finds a solution. As such the A search is able to find a solution in significantly less time using the more informative BFS heuristic than if it were to use a less informative Euclidean distance heuristic.
A downside to a more informative heuristic typically is longer computation times. A 3-D BFS for large environments can be prohibitively expensive with representative times being 1.96 seconds to compute a 3-D grid with 7.5 million states. Upon examination, we can find several areas of optimization in implementing a 3-D BFS for our domain. One area of optimization is at the data structure level. A typical BFS implementation requires a distance grid which stores the distance of each cell from the origin. In a typical 3-D BFS, the distance grid may be implemented as a 3-D array -thus to access a given cell you must supply its x, y, and z coordinates. This creates some overhead, as each access to the 3-D array requires address computation. We optimize in this area by storing all the coordinates as 1-D coordinates, which allows us to use a 1-D array for the distance grid, thus removing the overhead. Note that given any 3-D coordinates (x, y, and z) and grid dimensions (width, height, and length), we can convert the 3-D coordinates to 1-D coordinates by the following formula: x + (y * width) + (z * width * height).
Then, we can change the x dimension by adding or subtracting 1, we can change the y dimension by adding or subtracting width, and we can change the z dimension by adding or subtracting (width*height). This leads to the second area of optimization, which is loop unrolling. In a typical BFS implementation, there is an expansion loop which examines each successor of the current cell and decides whether or not to add it to the FIFO queue. Loop unrolling is a common optimization technique which removes the overhead of having a loop. It is a simple matter to get the coordinates of all 26 successors of a given cell (represented by a 1-D coordinate), as it is easy to change any of its dimensions by the computations described above.
One final area of optimization that we implement is eliminating bounds checking by doing some preprocessing. It can be expensive to make sure each successor cell falls within the boundaries of the given grid. Bounds checking can be eliminated entirely by adding another layer around the perimeter of the grid (thereby increasing the number of cells along each dimension by 2) and marking all of these cells to be non-traversable. Thus whenever a successor beyond the boundary is expanded, it will be in our new layer of cells added and will be marked as non-traversable, and thus will be safely discarded. These optimization techniques each lead to significant increases in performance. Our results show that we are now able to evaluate a grid of 7.5 million states in 0.13 seconds instead of the 1.96 seconds previously. The additional memory requirements for our optimized BFS are proportional to the size of the grid it searches through. For a grid of size N 3 where N is the number of cells along a particular dimension, the optimized search would build a larger grid of size (N + 2) 3 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the performance of our planner and compare it against RRT-and RRT * -based planners.
A. Implementation
For both our simulations and for our actual robot experiments we discretize the state space into 10cm cells for x, y, and z and into 22.5
• increments for θ. Also, our planner was given a simple set of motion primitives consisting of turning in place in both directions, moving up or down in altitude, and moving forward a short or long distance, and moving backwards. The backward motion was assigned an additional penalty so that the planner would preferentially keep the front of the MAV aligned with the direction of travel. This provided us with a set of 112 different motion primitives per grid cell.
We use a 3-D footprint of the MAV for collision checking for any given (x, y, z, θ) of the MAV. Each motion primitive has a set of finely spaced intermediate 4-D poses and each of these must be checked to ensure that a given motion is valid between two states. For each motion primitive, we optimize collision checking for the footprint by precomputing the set of all cells that correspond to the 3-D footprint being moved along this motion primitive. Doing so prevents the collision checker from having to re-compute this set during planning and prevents it from checking the same cell twice for a given motion primitive between two poses. This type of optimization was also used in [12] .
The cost of a transition between two states connected by a single motion primitive is set to the product of the motion primitive cost, the maximum cost of the cells it traverses over, and the deviation from the desired height. Cell costs for our approach were either one for unoccupied cells or infinity for occupied or padded cells. We prefer that the MAV follows a path at a desired height. Therefore, every vertical motion that deviates from this height is penalized by the difference. Such a cost is thresholded such that plans that do require the helicopter to deviate from the desired height, such as moving above a high wall, are not too costly.
B. Simulation 1) Setup:
We simulated our approach by randomly generating 100 maps at each of two different sizes: (250 × 250 × 30) cells and (500 × 500 × 30) cells. These maps were then populated with randomly placed obstacles such that approximately 20 percent of the volume of each map was occupied, e.g., Fig. 5 . The obstacles generated for those maps were impassable floor to ceiling walls, boxes projecting from the floor up to a random height, and fixed width beams mounted at random elevations. The sizes of these obstacles were scaled to maintain a constant ratio with respect to the map dimensions.
Two kinds of experiments were performed for each of the planners on each of the maps. In the first experiment each planner is given the complete map of the environment and is tasked to compute a single plan from a start position in the bottom right corner of the map to a goal position in the upper left corner of the map. Each planner was given 10 seconds to come up with a plan. If the planner was unable to find a plan within 10 seconds, it was counted as a failure.
The second experiment was similar to the first except the map was not provided beforehand. In this way the MAV discovered obstacles through its mounted horizontal and vertical scanning LIDAR sensors within a 30 cell distance as it moved towards the goal, forcing it to re-plan frequently along the way. For this experiment data was logged as the quadrotor moved from its start position in one corner to the goal position in the diagonally opposite corner. To reduce variance in simulation results, the same map and pose information that was used by our planner at each search episode was also provided to the other planners. In cases where a planner was unable to find a solution within a second for a specific episode, it was counted as a failure. It should be noted that since RRT and RRT * are not dynamic planners, they would start from scratch every time the MAV observes new obstacles or moves.
All three planners used the same cost function and collision checking approach presented in Section IV-A. Additionally, the RRT * planner was also given access to the 3-D BFS heuristic. This heuristic was used to prune the states that cannot improve the current solution. For RRT and RRT * collisions were checked between sampled states every 5cm of translation and for every 22.5
• of rotation. This is sparse considering that intermediate positions within motion primitives in our approach were more finely discretized. We also post-processed solutions produced by both randomized methods with a short-cutter between sampled vertices to improve path quality in terms of cost.
2) Results:
Results for the first experiment can be seen in Table I . The values shown are the average values for all planning episodes for each map size, along with the percentage of plans that were failures. Our approach found an initial solution in a comparable time to both randomized methods but was able to find one with lower cost on average. Our approach was also able to provide the best solution on average at the end of the 10 second planning time. Between different sized maps solution quality and path length nearly double for all methods, but the initial planning time for our approach did not grow as significantly compared to the other methods. Fig. 5 shows an example of the generated trajectories from RRT * and our approach in which both planners were given the same start/goal pair and map. Our approach was able to provide initial plans slightly faster than the randomized methods, which can be attributed to the difficulties randomized methods have with cluttered environments and narrow passageways. This is due to the complete randomness of choosing states without taking into consideration the surrounding environment or restrictions of the system. Cluttering an environment reduces the set of all valid paths and as the clutter increases, the ratio between the number of valid paths over hypothetical paths decreases.
The randomized methods must check all cells of a footprint at a given angle every 5cm along a trajectory between two states, which results in re-checking cells that have already been checked for collision. Because our approach uses precomputed motion primitives, we never have to recheck a cell more than once for collision as the cells that a motion would collide with are predetermined.
Results for the second experiment can be seen in Table II . The averages reported are over all valid planning episodes, which do not include failed plans. The percentage of failed plans is calculated over all planning episodes. As with experiment 1, our approach has comparable planning times but significantly lower initial and final solution costs for the same reasons.
C. Actual Robot 1) Setup:
We performed experiments using a custom built quadrotor with on-board sensing and processing as shown in Fig. 1 . For sensing the quadrotor is equipped with an IMU and two LIDAR sensors. One LIDAR sensor is mounted on top of the quadrotor to provide a horizontal scan up to a maximum range of 30m. The second LIDAR is attached to a panning servo to provide a vertical scan with a maximum range of 5m. Although not used for path-planning, the quadrotor was also equipped with a web-cam attached to a long rod extending forward approximately 90cm from the center of the chassis. On-board computations are performed on an attached Mac-mini motherboard with an Intel 2 GHz Core 2 Duo processor and 4 GB of RAM. The quadrotor uses a combination of a 2-D SLAM algorithm with the horizontal LIDAR and height estimation with the vertical LIDAR to localize itself inside indoor environments. The path planner was capped to use no more than 60% of one CPU core so that other processes required for autonomous flight could be run simultaneously with the planner. The planner was provided with a footprint of the quadrotor which contained a 66 × 66 × 30cm cuboid attached to a thin 58 × 1 × 30cm cuboid representing the rod. With a 10cm discretization the footprint occupied approximately 150 cells. 50cm padding was provided to ensure the quadrotor would be at a safe distance from obstacles during flight.
Tests were run inside a 16 × 12 × 1.5m (160 × 120 × 15 cell) indoor environment, a prior map of which is displayed in Fig. 6 . This prior map included just the rough floor plan; none of the obstacles were provided to the MAV prior to the tests. To demonstrate the anytime performance of the planner, obstacles were placed near locations that the quadrotor had to traverse through, as can be seen in Fig. 7 . During each run the quadrotor started from the bottom left corner of the map and was expected to visit three separate way-points in a specific order.
To demonstrate that the planner was planning with the footprint dimensions described earlier the following scenario was provided. When the quadrotor arrives at the first waypoint, it has to be situated in such a manner that the camera is able to see around the corner near the top left portion of the map as shown in Fig. 8 . The placement of the two obstacles near the passageway combined with the 50cm padding around them prevents the quadrotor from advancing forward or turning in place. As a result it must back up about a meter before it can proceed to the next way-point.
2) Results: The quadrotor was run twice in the previously described test scenario, during which the planner was consistently able to provide new trajectories that prevented the quadrotor from colliding with obstacles. With the 60% CPU cap the planner was able to return solutions approximately every 2 seconds on average. A video has been provided that shows the quadrotor autonomously following plans inside the previously described indoor environment. Pictures of plans changing over the course of the quadrotor's traversal can be seen in Fig. 9a through Fig. 9f .
V. CONCLUSION
Our approach for generating MAV trajectories in cluttered environments is capable of planning times comparable to those of sampling-based planners while producing lower cost solutions both in simulation and in real-world environments. The improvements are a result of using an anytime and incremental version of A , an informative heuristic that is very fast to compute, and a lattice graph representation that compactly models the planning problem. 
